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This interview rst appeared in Connect Guernsey magazine, December 2020/January 2021

edition.

Following on from lockdown, businesses across the island are looking at implementing more

exible working practices for their employees – whether that be more opportunities to work

from home, adaptable working hours, or more casual clothing days.

But for Ogier, that’s been ‘business as usual’ for some time now. The rm's  full package of

reward, recognition and culture aims to bring out the best in all of the law rm’s employees, as

Partner of the Banking and Finance team, Paul Chanter, explained to CONNECT…

“The thing that has been abundantly apparent to me in my near seven years with Ogier is the

focus on employees,” he said. “Putting employees rst is absolutely critical in inspiring people."

“We are open  from day one, so as soon as someone joins us, they have an equal voice and an

equal place at the table. Their opinion is as important to us as anyone else’s."

“Then there are other key strands like exibility. Yes, clients’ demands are absolutely

fundamental but the way we service that is down to individual circumstances, and we try and be

as exible as we can in that."

“Technology is fundamental in allowing for that, so the investment we’ve gone through in

infrastructure has really paid dividends, and obviously during covid that’s been crucial. Our IT

platforms are brilliant and all of the access we have to electronic databases etc. works

incredibly well."

“Boot the Suit’ is another one of our principles. There used to be a real stu ness in law rms;

you had to be dressed in a suit  irrespective of your role or the kind of day you had ahead. For us,

what matters is that you come to work and do the best you can possibly do for a client. We give
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you the platform to be your best self, and wearing a suit doesn’t necessarily mean that

someone’s going to be their best self and give their best advice.”

Paul moved to Guernsey nearly seven years ago to join Ogier. He began his career in the UK and

spent some time in France, before taking the lifestyle choice to relocate to the Channel Islands.

“I took the decision to move over to Guernsey to escape the ferocious hours,” he explained. “I’d

done all of the big city stu  and life there was incredibly stressful. I was a nance lawyer in the

UK working long hours. I had young kids at the time and I wasn’t seeing them much.

“So, the move was about work-life balance but also quality of work. The quality of work in the

UK was exceptional, but Guernsey’s got a fantastic reputation in the area I work in. Also, the

French aspect appealed because I was in France for a long time. Guernsey has much more of a

leaning towards France than Jersey does. It was a combination of factors – all of which proved

to be true.”

“There’s no such thing as fake smiles in Ogier. You are valued as a person and for what you can

bring to the table, which is refreshing coming from large international law rms where that’s

not necessarily the case. Certainly, ten years ago when I was back in the UK, I really did feel that

I was a number in a vast machine. Your view wasn’t as important, but here it genuinely is.”

Paul believes his personal journey through the ranks at Ogier is testament to the rm’s focus on

its employees and their career paths.

“I moved to Ogier as an Associate in the nance team,” he said. “Then I was promoted to Senior

Associate in 2015 and did the Guernsey Bar exams. I was, on the one hand, privileged to be

exempt from the French aspect because I hold a French law degree, but, on the other, gutted to

have foregone the opportunity to spend three months, as was, in Caen!

“I passed the exams and became a Guernsey Advocate in 2016, was made Managing Associate in

2017 and then I made Partner in July this year.

“In those nearly seven years, I’ve grown and gone through all of the rungs, and have been

allowed to do the Guernsey Bar even though traditionally in my area being Guernsey quali ed

was reserved for more senior fee earners. It does give you extra gravitas but it’s clearly much

more important if you’re going to court everyday as a court-based lawyer, so being allowed to

do that is a sign of Ogier’s investment in me."

“My journey is case in point. It really exempli es how this isn’t just lip service that Ogier are

paying, it is applied. And happy people make happy clients.”

Paul now enjoys covering a wide spectrum of work in his day-to-day job – something he wasn’t

able to do when he was working in the UK.
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“In the UK, I was a leveraged nance banking lawyer, so when you come here you naturally end

up having a much wider practice area. The joy here is you’re not pigeon-holed automatically and

because you have much more of an overview in di erent areas, it helps you in advising clients to

the best of your ability.”

Ogier has recently drawn on the expertise of employees working in numerous areas to quickly

adapt to market needs.

“The speed and agility with which the Restructuring and Corporate Recovery Group and the

Private Equity Group have responded to a changed business environment is really testament to

how we operate as a rm,” explained Paul.

“We sensed a need for this expertise, drawing upon di erent strands of our business across the

globe and across service lines, to help businesses through this challenging period, and we are

now seeing increased work ows in those areas.”

Paul believes the Bailiwick is in a “positive place” at the moment and is looking forward to

seeing how that progresses in the future.

“As a rm, we’re very busy,” he said. “For instance, our property team has acted on some of the

biggest property deals locally recently, which is a great sign of con dence in Guernsey, whether

that’s local market or open-market."

“We Are Guernsey has reported that investment ows between Guernsey and the United States

are growing, primarily due to the sensible proportionate regulation here in Guernsey. And we

think Guernsey is the ideal gateway to the UK and the European Union for US managers. So, I

think we’ll continue to see – certainly in the private equity sphere – a good pipeline of work. And

our corporate and nance teams are equally busy.”

“Things are promising for Guernsey.”

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.
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Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice

Meet the Author

Paul Chanter

Partner

Guernsey

E: paul.chanter@ogier.com

T: +44 1481 737151

Related Services

Banking and Finance

Legal
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